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Abstracts of Postgraduate Talks 
 

 

Nicola Atton, University of St Andrews 

Co-authors: M. Webster, B. Galef & K. Laland 

Social Learning Using Indirect Food Cues in Threespine Sticklebacks. 

Social information allows foraging animals to learn about the distribution and availability of different food types. Some 

animals have the capability to learn indirectly which food types conspecifics have recently consumed using food 

derived cues, such as residual odour or the metabolic by-products of ingested food. By presenting threespined 

sticklebacks with conspecifics recently fed on one of two novel food types, we have shown that threespine 

sticklebacks are able to identify which particular food type their conspecifics have consumed without being in contact 

with the food itself and subsequently avoid consuming this food type when receiving these indirect food cues under 

duress. 

 

 

Markus Boeckle, University of Vienna 

Co-author: T. Bugnyar
 

The influence of location and call type on individual recognition in common ravens. 

Common ravens show advanced cognitive skills during foraging, suggesting that they are capable of dealing with a 

complex social environment. Individual recognition (IR) is considered as prerequisite for any forms of social 

knowledge. In birds, IR has been tested mainly in the auditory domain for neighbor and kin-discrimination. Ravens 

flexibly utilize a large set of calls and show individually distinctive call repertoires. We here examined if ravens are 

capable of IR and, thus, differentiate individuals through distinct call parameters. We tested 16 male and 16 female 

ravens, kept pair-wise in their home aviaries, with playbacks of territorial calls and 9 pairs with playbacks of food calls 

using a habituation-dishabituation design. Calls of an unfamiliar adult bird were played back repeatedly with a one-

minute pause until responses to calls had reached a previously determined baseline level. After habituation, one of 

three conditions was presented in the dishabituation phase: (a) the same call-type of a different individual projected 

from the same location; (b) the same call-type of the same individual from a different location; (c) or changed location 

and individual. Results suggest that ravens differentiate individuals by their calls, but their responses are also affected 

by the location of call presentation. 

 

 

Romain Clement, Humboldt University, Germany 

Co-authors:  J. Faria & J. Krause 

Investigating fish collective behaviour using a robot. 

Collective behaviour has received much attention in recent years. One of the benefits of living in groups is the ability of 

naïve group members to follow knowledgeable individuals to a food location or during migration. Though leadership 

has been the object of much theoretical work, empirical studies remain rare due to the difficulty of experimentally 

manipulating leadership. We first demonstrate the validity of using an interactive fish-robot as a tool to investigate fish 

collective behaviour by showing qualitative differences in the response displayed by live fish toward a fish-robot 

compared to other moving objects. Using the robot to recruit fish out of a refuge and to initiate a new direction in a 

group already moving, we show that an individual alone is able to lead a group of up to 10 members, without 

signalling. Furthermore, we show that interactions occur locally within the shoal and depend on topological rather than 

metric distances. Finally, the influence of turbidity on shoal geometry is investigated, showing that groups are more 

compact in turbid water, possibly to maintain group cohesion and information transfer. 
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Amy E. Deacon, The University of St Andrews 

Co-authors: I.W. Ramnarine & A.E. Magurran 

The behavioural and life-history traits contributing to the remarkable colonisation ability of the 

guppy (Poecilia reticulata). 

The Trinidadian guppy (Poecilia reticulata), an invasive species with a reputation for negatively impacting native 

communities, is now established in more than 70 countries outside its natural range. Guppies, along with some other 

notable invasives such as mosquitofish, have reproductive adaptations to ephemeral habitats that may enable 

introductions of very small numbers of founders to succeed. Here, the remarkable ability of single pregnant female 

guppies to routinely establish viable populations is demonstrated using a replicated mesocosm set up. In 86% of 

cases these populations persisted for two years (the duration of the experiment).  Establishment success was 

independent of founder origin and there was no loss of behavioural performance amongst mesocosm juveniles. 

Behavioural „signatures‟ of the founding locality were, however, evident in both wild and mesocosm fish. Our results 

demonstrate that introductions consisting of a single individual can lead to thriving populations and that this is likely to 

be due to their remarkable adaptability and extraordinary reproductive abilities. 

 

 

Matthew Edenbrow, University of Exeter 

Co-author: D.P. Croft  

Personality traits during development are not intrinsically related to life history in the Mangrove 

killifish (Kryptolebias marmoratus). 

Behavioural syndromes are defined as rank order consistency across context, time or situation and imply constraints 

upon behaviour expression where we would predict behavioural plasticity that maximises fitness. So why is 

consistency a generally observed phenomenon? Recent theoretical predictions suggest behavioural syndromes may 

be maintained by life history variation (Stamps 2007 and Wolf et al. 2007). We measured behavioural phenotypes 

(boldness and exploration) during development in a standardised environment, and investigated relationships with 

various life history traits related to growth and reproduction, using a naturally occurring clonal vertebrate; the 

mangrove killifish (Kryptolebias marmoratus). We observed positive relationships between boldness and exploration 

during development, documenting the existence of behavioural syndromes in K.marmoratus. Rank order differences 

were also consistent throughout development, however, these were restructured between the infant and juvenile stage 

as fish passed between the endogenous and exogenous feeding phases of life. We also highlight clone line 

differences in behavioural phenotype expression and life history strategy further strengthening K.marmoratus as a 

model for behavioural syndrome research. Contrary to predictions, we found limited evidence of significant 

relationships between behavioural phenotypes and life history strategy in this species, concluding that behavioural 

syndromes are not intrinsically related to life history strategy.  

 

 

Jolyon Faria, University of Leeds 

Co-authors: E.A. Codling, J.R.G. Dyer, S. Krause, C.R. Tosh, F. Trillmich & J. Krause  

Collective behaviour in human groups: leadership and information transfer. 

Models of group-living animals have shown that sophisticated, and potentially adaptive, group behaviour can emerge 

from simple interactions between individuals. However, empirical studies, especially those in the field, currently lag 

behind theoretical endeavour. We report three investigations which use humans as a test-bed for models of collective 

behaviour. First we tested the Many-Wrongs principle which predicts that group navigational accuracy increases with 

group size. Using groups of 1 to 10 individuals and by varying individual navigational error, we found that only the 

largest group size with the greatest individual error showed improved navigational accuracy. Second, we tested 

leadership models which predict that a directionally informed minority can lead an uninformed majority, even if 

individuals do not signal their information quality. We found that groups of seven could be lead by a singleton and that 

leaders could be identified using inadvertent social cues. Third, we examined the dynamics of leadership in a real-life 

scenario: pedestrian road crossing. Using observation and simulation, we found that individuals followed their nearest 

neighbours, creating potentially dangerous situations.  A common theme to all three investigations is the importance of 

information transmission which can facilitate navigational accuracy and efficient self-organised leadership in social 

groups. 
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Michael Finnie, University of Cambridge 

 ‘Home Alone’: Food distribution and chick behaviour is dependent on female presence in Southern 

Yellow Billed Hornbills. 

Conflict is a widely accepted, fundamental aspect of family life.  However empirical tests of such conflicts are difficult 

to stage.  The unusual breeding behaviour of hornbills (Bucerotiformes) presents an unusual opportunity to test both 

parent-offspring conflict and parental influence on sibling conflict. Female hornbills seal themselves into the nest at the 

onset of laying and do not leave until their chicks are midway through development.  Prior to leaving, the female 

distributes food provided by her mate between the offspring and herself.  After the female leaves, chicks reseal the 

nest and parents lose all control over the destination of provided food. I tested how food distribution within the nest 

changes if the female is temporarily removed early.  In the absence of the female, older, larger chicks gained a greater 

share of food and proportionally put on more mass.  Chick behaviour also changed from food solicitation to aggressive 

scramble competition.  These results suggest that conflict is occurring between parents and older offspring, with 

parental action controlling competition between broodmates.  This is discussed with regard to both maternal and 

offspring life history decisions. 

 

 

Emma Foster,  University of Exeter 

Co-authors: K. Balcomb, K. Parsons, L. Morrell & D.P. Croft 

Social network correlates of food availability in an endangered population of killer whales (Orcinus 

orca). 

Currently little is known about external factors shaping social dynamics. Here we provide the first study investigating 

social network correlates of food availability. The correlation between Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) 

abundance and social dynamics of the endangered Southern resident killer whales (Orcinus orca) was investigated. 

Individuals were identified from photographs from 1979 - 2007. Animals photographed on the same day were 

assumed to be part of the same group. This was used to create annual half weight index (HWI) association matrices. 

To investigate whether the correlation between salmon abundance and strong associations a Girvan-Newman 

community analysis was used at different association strengths. There were correlations at high filtering levels 

(HWI>0.6 and HWI>0.7). When the p-values were corrected with a false discovery rate (FDR) control they were not 

significant. The correlation between salmon abundance and weak associations was investigated with the proportion of 

associates an individual has outside the pod. Only the weakest associations (HWI<0.1) were significantly correlated 

with prey abundance, when corrected with FDR control. The results suggest there are more strong associations and 

fewer weak associations when salmon abundance is lower. This means there may be a trade off between foraging 

and socialising. If salmon abundance declines, information transfer and mating opportunities maybe reduced. If this is 

the case, reduced prey availability could have serious consequences in an endangered population. 

 

 

Neal Haddaway, University of Leeds 

Co-authors: R.M. Mortimer, M. Christmas, & A.M. Dunn 

The impact of a microsporidian parasite on behaviour in the endangered crayfish 

Austropotamobius pallipes. 

The endangered white-clawed crayfish (Austropotamobius pallipes) is Britain‟s only native freshwater crayfish. The 

microsporidian parasite Thelohania contejeani infects all populations of crayfish, affecting up to 60 percent of the 

population. The disease infects muscle tissue and eventually causes death one to two years after visible signs appear. 

Infection results in reduced muscle functioning and, as a result, can potentially affect normal behaviour. Here we 

investigate the impacts of Thelohania infection on feeding and sheltering behaviours in the white-clawed crayfish. Our 

results suggest that infected animals consume less prey in total, have longer handling times, and consume slower 

moving prey than their healthier counterparts. Furthermore, animals infected with Thelohania demonstrate stronger 

affinity for shelter, and are ousted by healthy crayfish, whereas healthy animals are unaffected by the presence of 

infected conspecifics. Reduced competitive ability for shelter occupancy in infected crayfish may increase predation 

risk, possibly leading to consumption by a species which may serve as an intermediate host for the parasite. These 

results together demonstrate that a microsporidian parasite can influence feeding and sheltering behaviour, most likely 

through a reduction in normal muscle function. 
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Joanna Hall, University of Bristol 

Co-authors: N. Scott-Samuel, R. Baddeley & I. Cuthill 

Can you hide a moving object? 

Camouflage allows animals to reduce their conspicuousness, through their colour patterns or behaviours. Such 

patterns are often adopted by humans, especially for military applications. The majority of studies have investigated 

the success of different camouflage patterns on stationary objects. However, both animals and the military require the 

ability to move without increasing the chance of being killed/captured. The process of predation can be broken down 

into three stages: detection, identification and capture. A computer-based detection task comparing camouflage 

patterns, applied to both stationary and moving objects of different sizes, investigated the stages of detection and 

capture by human subjects. The data suggest that once motion is introduced, a single moving object on a stationary 

background cannot successfully avoid detection or capture using camouflage patterns alone. A second psychophysics 

study, using a camouflaged elliptical target moving amongst circular distracters, investigated the remaining issue of 

identification. Preliminary evidence from this study suggests that camouflage patterns are unlikely to provide an 

effective method for disguising the identity of a moving object, although some patterns may be more successful than 

others. 

 

 

Jess Isden, University of Exeter 

Co-author: J.R. Madden 

Male spotted bowerbirds increase decorations but do not increase bower structural quality when 

time and energy constraints are reduced. 

Male bowerbirds construct, decorate and maintain bower structures, which are important predictors of female mate 

choice. Individual variation in the ability to produce a high quality bower could be due to constraining factors such as 

cognitive ability, presence of marauding neighbours, access to materials, energy and/or time availability. We tested 

whether the quality of a male‟s bower is limited by energetic constraints. Males with easier access to food can reduce 

time spent foraging and avoid energy constraints, providing them with increased opportunities to improve avenue 

structure and bower decoration. Two randomly assigned groups of bower owners from the same population of spotted 

bowerbird were tested. One group was given supplementary food for 10 consecutive days. The second group 

received no extra food. Bower characteristics were measured before and after the feeding period and owner 

behaviour at bowers was recorded throughout. Supplementary feeding enhanced decoration numbers. Fed males 

spent more time at their bowers than unfed males, and increased overall numbers of decorations. There was no 

increase in decoration numbers at unfed bowers. However, neither group made significant improvements to bower 

avenue structure, suggesting that other constraining factors may be more relevant for this specific type of activity. 

 

 

David Jacoby, University of Exeter 

Co-authors: D. Busawon & D. Sims 

Sex and social networking: The influence of male presence on the social structure of female shark 

groups. 

Marine predators such as sharks often form single-sex aggregations as part of their diel behavioural cycle. Such 

aggregations are potentially driven by contrasting reproductive and behavioural strategies between the sexes leading 

to distinct sexual segregation. There is however no experimental evidence that such predator aggregations are 

governed by intrinsic social systems demonstrating long-term temporal stability. Social network structure, temporal 

stability and activity profiles were analysed to examine the impact of introduced males on social structure of four 

captive groups (each n = 8) of female catshark (Scyliorhinus canicula). Shark groups demonstrated marked 

differences in their tendency to aggregate in a unisex environment and concomitantly showed significant differences in 

social response to male presence. Socially isolated females experienced greater levels of partner exchange, reduced 

temporal stability and increased activity levels in the presence of males and control females. These results indicate, 

for the first time, that male presence is highly disruptive to weak female-shark social networks; conversely, 

aggregations demonstrating relatively strong, temporally stable social bonds (at least by some individuals), are 

particularly resilient to potential male harassment. We highlight that additional „social constraints‟ may have disparate 

influence upon individuals occupying different structural positions within a social network and may thus impact 

individual fitness unequally. 
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Alexander Kotrschal, University of Bern, Switzerland 

Co-author: B. Taborsky 

Environmental Change Enhances Cognitive Abilities in Fish. 

Flexible or innovative behavior is advantageous, especially when animals are exposed to frequent and unpredictable 

environmental perturbations. Improved cognitive abilities can help animals to respond quickly and adequately to 

environmental dynamics, and therefore changing environments may select for higher cognitive abilities. Increased 

cognitive abilities can be attained, for instance, if environmental change during ontogeny triggers plastic adaptive 

responses improving the learning capacity of exposed individuals. We tested the learning abilities of fishes in 

response to experimental variation of environmental quality during ontogeny. Individuals of the cichlid fish 

Simochromis pleurospilus that experienced a change in food ration early in life outperformed fish kept on constant 

rations in a learning task later in life - irrespective of the direction of the implemented change and the mean rations 

received. This difference in learning abilities between individuals remained constant between juvenile and adult stages 

of the same fish tested one year apart. Neither environmental enrichment nor training through repeated neural 

stimulation can explain our findings, as the sensory environment was kept constant and resource availability was 

changed only once. Instead, our results indicate a pathway by which a single change in resource availability early in 

life permanently enhances the learning abilities of animals. Early perturbations of environmental quality may signal the 

developing individual that it lives in a changing world, requiring increased cognitive abilities to construct adequate 

behavioral responses. 

 

 

Sarah Leclaire, Université de Toulouse, France 

Co-authors: T. Merkling, C. Raynaud, S.A. Hatch & E. Danchin 

Individual and sex odour signatures in kittiwakes. 

Black-legged kittiwakes Rissa tridactyla preferentially mate with genetically dissimilar individuals but the cues used to 

assess genetic characteristics remains unknown. In other vertebrates, olfactory cues have been identified as 

implicated in the advertisement of genetic compatibility. We thus hypothesized that kittiwake body odours may carry 

individual and sexual signatures thus reliably signalling individuals‟ genetic makeup. Here, we test whether odours in 

preen secretion and feathers of kittiwakes may provide an individual signature, by the use of gas chromatography-

flame ionization detector and mass spectrometry. We first found that male and female odours differ quantitatively, 

suggesting that scent may be one of the multiple cues used by birds to discriminate between sexes. We further 

detected an individual signature in the volatile and non-volatile fractions of preen secretion and feathers. These results 

suggest that kittiwake body odours may broadcast the genetic makeup of individuals and might potentially be used to 

assess the genetic compatibility between potential mates in mate choice. 

 

 

Fiona Lethbridge, University of Edinburgh 

Co-authors: E. Cunningham & N. Colegrave  

Strategic ejaculation and its consequences in the beetle Callosobruchus maculatus. 

Sperm competition is widespread among insects and is an important component of sexual selection.  When sperm 

from multiple males compete for fertilisation of the same set of ova, numerical superiority of sperm and the bulk of a 

larger ejaculate can be advantageous.  Due to the finite nature of ejaculatory resources, males are selected to exhibit 

sperm economy and prioritise their efforts to matings likely to give greater reproductive returns.  Callosobruchus 

maculatus is a pest of dried grain stores; a few individuals colonise a habitat and the population rapidly increases in 

size.  Both males and females mate promiscuously and the degree of sperm competition varies across different 

mating opportunities.  If males are able to detect and react to sperm competition they should allocate larger ejaculates 

to riskier matings.  We report the results of experiments in which perceived sperm competition level was manipulated 

by controlling socio-sexual circumstances; males were either solitary or grouped with rival males prior to mating.  We 

show that males from groups allocate more to ejaculates than single males, and explore the consequences of this for 

female re-mating rate, fecundity and lifespan and male reproductive success. 
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Rachele Malavasi, Carlo Bo Urbino University, Italy 

Co-authors: A. Farina & N. Pieretti 

Acoustic niches in a bird community: the influence of communication patterns on a mixed-species 

association. 

The concept of niche of hyper volume in traditional ecology poses little on informative domains like the acoustic one. 

Most of the (few) studies on the acoustic niche analyzes the temporal coordination of vocalizations between partners. 

Our research, which falls into the realm of ethological zoosemiotics, considers coordinated vocalizations within a 

community. The study was conducted on a bird community in a mixed Turkey oak forest in Central Italy. Recordings 

were analyzed at a short temporal scale (0.5 sec). Using co-occurrence pattern analyses and Monte Carlo 

simulations, we observed that species of the same community tend to vocalize at the same time, while segregating 

spectral frequencies. We interpreted this emergent acoustic cue as a signal of strength of the mixed-species 

association against species from other habitats or communities. Indeed, when simultaneously uttered, birdsongs of 

the community fit one other like puzzle pieces, leaving no acoustic space for transient or temporary visiting individuals, 

presumably reducing their access to shared resources. The aim of this research is to underlie the importance of the 

acoustic cues inside the Niche Theory, and to fill the gap of studies on mixed-species associations, whereas they 

could shed light on the adaptive significance of sociality. 

 

 

Jesus Martínez-Padilla, University of Aberdeen  

Co-authors: L. Pérez-Rodríguez, F. Mougeot, S. Ludwig & S.M. Redpath 

Don’t show-off because nobody is looking at you; bringing behaviour into a population context in 

red grouse. 

Theoretical models of sexual selection suggest that secondary sexual traits reflect the phenotypic/genetic quality of 

the bearer. The honesty of signals is ensured through the costs associated with the production and maintenance of 

that signal, such that only high quality individuals can afford to allocate resources from fitness-related functions such 

as survival or self-maintenance to the expression of the trait. Testosterone often mediates trade-offs between 

investment in sexual signaling versus other demands. However, the cost of producing/maintain testosterone-

dependent traits may differ depending of environmental conditions and time scales. Specifically, conespecifics density 

may play a key role as it is expected that individuals adjust their investment on ornamentation depending of the 

abundance of conespecifics around them, minimizing the associated cost. Here, we explored the effects of the current 

and delayed link between hormones and ornament display in contrasting conespecifics density in 180 red grouse 

(Lagopus lagopus scoticus) in 5 different populations. We found that 1) testosterone increases ornament size but 

depending upon population density in autumn, 2) but the link between ornament expression and testosterone levels 

only remained when population density was lower the following spring. Our results suggest that population density 

plays a key role how individuals may minimise the cost of producing/maintaining testosterone-dependent 

ornamentation.   

 

 

Sandra Mikolasch, University of Vienna, Austria 

Co-authors: K. Kotrschal & C. Schloegl
 

Causal knowledge vs. local enhancement: How do crows find their food? 

Animals may differ in their search strategies when looking for food. Dogs are more responsive to social enhancement 

cues than to causal information, whereas apes and ravens, but not jackdaws, readily use causal information in an 

Inference by Exclusion Task (IET). Here, we tested carrion crows in such an IET. We hid food under one of two cups 

and subsequently lifted either both cups or the baited or the un-baited cup. The crows were significantly above chance 

when both cups and when the baited cup were lifted. In the “empty cup lifted” condition we found considerable inter-

indiviual variation, with some birds having a significant preference for the lifted cup. When controlling for the 

movement of the cup, more crows found the food in the unbaited condition. In a follow-up task, we aimed to 

investigate how strong the influence of local enhancement is if the animals are fully informed about the food location. 

Here, we only manipulated whether and when the cups were handled. The birds showed a great preference for the 

last cup handled, even if it did not contain food. We conclude that local enhancement has a strong influence on carrion 

crows and may overshadow potential inferential abilities. 
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Elizabeth Nicholls, University of Exeter 

Co-author: N. Hempel de Ibarra 

Investigating the role of pollen as a reward for learning in honeybees (Apis mellifera). 

Learning plays an important role in the exploitation of unpredictable food sources by honeybee colonies. Typically 

studies of appetitive learning have used sucrose solution as the unconditioned stimulus (US). However, bees forage 

for pollen as well as nectar, and some plants rely on pollen as the main reward in order to secure effective cross-

pollination. Unlike nectar, which is ingested and carried in the crop of foragers, pollen is stored in the corbiculae (leg 

sacs), and as yet it is unclear whether it might reinforce learning about floral features in the same manner as sucrose. 

We adapted the proboscis extension response (PER) paradigm to determine whether pollen can serve as the US in a 

classical conditioning task. Although bees extended the proboscis when the antennae were touched with pollen, we 

found no evidence that they learnt to associate this reward with the delivery of a neutral odour (hexanol). Response to 

pollen itself was seen to decline over the course of the experiment. This decline was observed even when bees were 

prevented from consuming the reward, indicating that honeybees may use a pre-ingestive mechanism for detecting 

pollen compounds, that may in turn inhibit PER conditioning.  

 

 

Nicola Reed, University of Exeter 

Co-authors: S. Carter, S. Dall & S. Bearhop 

The Use of Novel Technology to Quantify Badger Contact Rates and Movement Patterns: 

Implications for the Spread of Bovine Tuberculosis. 

In moderate- to high-density Eurasian badger (Meles meles) populations in the UK, individuals live in mixed sex social 

groups of up to 29 individuals that mutually defend a territory (Neal & Cheeseman, 1996). Interactions between 

individuals, both within and between social groups, are important in defining their social relationships (Böhm et al., 

2008); but also facilitate the transmission of infectious disease. Badgers excrete the bacterium, Mycobacterium bovis 

via several pathways, with the most prevalent believed to be the respiratory route. Transmission via such a pathway is 

facilitated by direct contact between individuals, with heterogeneities in badger contact rates likely to play a pivotal 

role in the transmission of M. bovis. We deployed recently developed proximity loggers (Sirtrack Ltd., New Zealand) 

on 60 badgers in 10 social groups, to collect detailed data on their interaction patterns. The incorporation of a VHF 

function also provides a spatial aspect to the data. The use of proximity loggers and social network theory should 

allow us to quantitatively describe both inter- and intra-group interactions within the badger population. As an applied 

aspect, such an approach has the potential to impact practical disease management. For example, tracing an 

individual‟s contacts and potential transmission routes can allow the targeted removal, or vaccination, of certain 

individuals that may pose an elevated risk of transmission due to their position in the social network. 

 

 

Damian Smith, University of Exeter 

Co-authors: D. J. Hosken, R. H. French-Constant & N. Wedell 

DDT, sex and transposons: DDT resistance and its consequences for males. 

Large mutations in functional genes are usually deleterious. However, one transposon occurring in Drosophila 

melanogaster confers resistance to several insecticides and has spread to fixation in most natural populations due to 

the extensive use of DDT. We test for a cost to resistance to explain why the transposon prevalence is such a recent 

event by examining behavioural differences between genetically identical males with and without the transposon. We 

show that a single mutation can cause substantial differences between several aspects of male reproductive success, 

including ability to mate with females when competing with other males. More generally we show that transposons can 

interact with other genes, making their influence on evolution more complex. 

 

 

Claudia Stephan, University of Vienna 

Co-author: K. Zuberbühler
 

The knowing sex – how male Diana monkeys (Cercopithecus diana diana) depend on female 

referential alarm calls.  

Adult male Diana monkeys (Cercopithecus diana diana) produce distinct call types to different predators and to some 

non-predatory disturbances. The role of ontogenetic experience on the development of this behaviour remains largely 

unclear. In recent work we have shown that the vocal repertoire of male Diana monkeys develops more flexibly than 
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expected, mainly as a function of different predation pressure experienced during an individual‟s life span. In this 

study, we were interested whether similar principles underlie the development of female calls. Furthermore, we 

investigated vocal interactions between sexes during situations of disturbances. We conducted playback experiments 

in two ecologically different habitats in West Africa, the Tai National Park (Ivory Coast) and Tiwai Island (Sierra 

Leone). At both sites, females were observed to produce sex-specific alarm calls to a variety of disturbances, but we 

also noticed a number of site-specific differences, which suggest that vocal development was influenced by 

ontogenetic experience. Female Diana monkeys emit mainly close-range vocal signals in social contexts and in 

response to predators. First, we describe the vocal interaction between free-ranging male and female Diana monkeys 

during simulated predator encounters and relate these patterns to the ecological factors encountered by the animals. 

We found that males adjusted the production of different call types to the vocal behaviour of the females. Our results 

suggest the male alarm calling behavior to be mainly influenced by preceding female alarm calls. The referential 

content of male Diana monkey alarm calls is discussed as evolutionary artifact. 

 

 

Mary Caswell Stoddard, University of Cambridge 

Co-author: M. Stevens 

Evolution of egg mimicry by the common cuckoo: an avian visual perspective. 

 In the coevolutionary arms race between cuckoos and hosts, hosts have evolved the ability to detect and reject 

foreign eggs, while cuckoos have evolved host-egg mimicry as a counter-response.  Although egg mimicry by brood 

parasites has long intrigued biologists, almost all studies have been based on human assessments of colour and 

pattern despite well-documented differences between human and avian vision.  We have used a suite of new 

techniques based on bird vision to quantify the level of pattern and colour mimicry in eggs laid by the common cuckoo, 

Cuculus canorus, and those of its principal European hosts.  To measure pattern mimicry, we used an objective 

method based on digital image analysis and models of avian double cone sensitivity.  To assess colour mimicry, we 

used discrimination models to measure the extent of chromatic and achromatic matching between background and 

spot colours of cuckoo and host eggs.  We report that cuckoos have evolved better pattern and background colour – 

but not spot colour – mimicry for hosts showing strong egg rejection. Finally, we explored the evolution of cuckoo and 

host egg colour distributions in avian tetrahedral colour space and make predictions about the current stage of various 

cuckoo-host pairs in the coevolutionary arms race.   

 

 

Mieke Titulaer, Netherlands Institute of Ecology, Heteren. 

Co-authors: K. van Oers & M. Naguib 

Effects of personality on learning performance in great tits. 

Adaptation to environmental changes is facilitated by good learning abilities. Individuals differ in their learning abilities, 

but little is known on how such variation is linked to consistent behavioural differences among individuals (personality 

traits). Great tits differ consistently in their exploratory behaviour in a novel environment, and this correlates with a 

range of behavioural traits. It thus can be used as proxy for personality. Here we subjected birds to a dimensional shift 

learning paradigm to study the link between learning and personality. First, they were trained to find food under one of 

two colours or at one of two locations, after which the previously unrewarded colour or location became rewarded 

(reversal). Then, two new colours and locations were given (intra-dimensional shift) and finally, the rewarded 

dimension was changed from colour to location or vice versa (extra-dimensional shift). Previous studies have shown 

that fast exploring individuals are less flexible than slow explorers. Therefore we expected slow explorers to perform 

better in the reversal and extra-dimensional shift, which are established measures of flexibility. Our results revealed 

sex-specific personality differences in performance in the reversal stage. These findings provide insights into 

behavioural mechanisms that may lead to personality-dependent fitness differences in the wild. 

 

Ellie Whittaker, University of Bristol 

Co-author: I. Cuthill 

Surface disruption and animal camouflage. 

Disruptive colouration involves the use of patterns and markings to break up the appearance of the body. However it 

is only recently that empirical work has demonstrated the survival advantage of this, and there is still ambiguity in the 

precise mechanisms of disruptive colouration types. In this experiment we investigated the distinction and 

effectiveness of distraction and disruptive markings. Distraction markings must be found away from the edges of the 
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body and should mismatch the background and must be small in comparison to the area they are found on. Surface 

disruption markings should be large and cover a large proportion of the area camouflaged, and the edges of the 

markings must be placed close to the edge of the animal. Our experiment used both a „field psychophysics‟ approach 

as well as an analogue of this using a computerised visual search experiment. In both experiments surface disruptive 

markings were the most effective at concealing the target, with high contrast markings being better than low contrast 

ones. Targets with distractive markings were no more effective in concealing the target than the cryptic control targets. 

More investigation is needed to determine whether distraction marks are effective under different circumstances. 
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Ileana Nuri Flores Abreu, University of St. Andrews 

Co-authors: A. Hurly & S. Healy 

Visual Recognition or Spatial Recall: How do Hummingbirds return to Rewarding Flowers? 

Recognition of rewarded location is done using the visual cues of that location.  Recall, on the other hand, occurs in 

the absence of those cues and is very difficult to investigate in non-human animals.  In this study we looked at how 

hummingbirds remember rewarding flowers. Birds were allowed to feed once from a rewarding flower before it was 

removed.  We then presented another flower in another location and looked to see where the bird went.  Although 

birds can use recall to remember flower locations, they do not do this better than chance.  By the time they had 

experienced four rewarded flowers they were more likely to visit the location of the current flower than they were to 

return to previously rewarded locations (now without a flower).   Hummingbirds can recall a rewarded location without 

using visual cues (i.e. they return to previously rewarded locations in the absence of the flower itself) but as the 

experiment progresses they change strategy and appear to learn to rely more heavily on the visual cues of the flower 

to locate the next rewarded flower.   

 

 

Katie Arundell, University of Leeds 

Co-authors: N. Wedell
 
& A. Dunn

 

Safety in numbers? The impact of acanthocephalan infection on aggregation behaviour in 

amphipods. 

The amphipod Gammarus pulex has recently been found to show an increased inclination towards aggregation in the 

presence of fish predator cues. Here we investigate the impact of parasitism on this newly proposed anti-predator 

strategy.  G. pulex that are the intermediate hosts of acanthocephalan parasites have previously been found to have 

altered phototactic and geotactic responses. Here we test the hypothesis that acanthocephalan infection will also 

reduce the tendency of G. pulex to aggregate in the presence of predator cues. Such parasite induced changes in 

aggregation behaviour are likely to increase the vulnerability of G. pulex to predation by the definitive host.   

 

 

Pamela Barlow, University of Exeter 

Co-authors: S.K. Darden & D.P. Croft 

Black iris as a predation signal in the juvenile guppy (Poecilia reticulata). 

This project seeks to investigate the context in which black iris is expressed in the Trinidandian guppy, Poecilia 

reticulate. Changing rapidly and often, guppy iris colour is believed to serve as a signal of internal motivation. The 

incidence of black iris in particular is suggested to occur in response to the presence of predators. The study 

presented here was undertaken to investigate if iris colour acts as a social signal. The occurrence of black iris in male 

and female guppies was observed in varying social and non-social contexts to assess its behavioural implications.  
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Tim P. Batchelor, University of Plymouth 

Co-author: M. Briffa 

What influences RHP during dangerous fights? Analysis of energy, weapons, body size and group 

size in wood ant contests? 

Fighting ability or „resource holding potential‟ (RHP) may vary with body size, weapon size and energetic status. 

Theory predicts that agonistic signals should vary with RHP and the loser‟s decision to „give up‟ should be made by 

the opponent of lower RHP. In some species, an encounter is only resolved when one opponent is killed or critically 

injured. We investigate fatal fighting between groups of red wood ants Formica rufa and determine whether the 

probability that a focal group avoids the first fatality in an encounter is influenced by the same correlates of RHP 

demonstrated to affect non-injurious fight outcome. We manipulate group size, an additional factor which should be 

linked to RHP during inter-group conflicts, to determine whether members of larger groups concentrate attacks on 

their less numerous opponents. We found that during most encounters, focal groups that avoided the first fatality 

contained individuals of larger mean body mass and longer mandibles than groups that received the first fatality. 

Energetic status did not directly influence outcome, although fighting groups generally experienced significant 

reductions in total body sugar compared to non-fighting controls. Finally, we found no evidence to suggest F. rufa 

concentrate their attacks in an effective way. 

 

 

Joanna Bishop, University of Plymouth 

Co-authors: P. Gee & V. Melfi 

Do meerkats anticipate feeding times? 

Zoo animals are subject to many events that occur in a predictable pattern.  These regular events (e.g. feeding) may 

be timed according to keeper routines or set at fixed times for visitors.  It is well established that some animals show 

behaviour that anticipates predictable events.  However, there are different views on the effect of predictability on 

animal welfare. There are no reports on the effect of predictability on the behaviour of captive meerkats. In phase 1 of 

the present study, captive meerkats were fed according to an unpredictable schedule for 30 days.  They were then fed 

according to a predictable schedule for 92 days.  Results of scan sampling and all occurrences recording revealed 

considerable variability in a range of behaviours, with some indication of a change prior to predictable feeds.  However 

clear evidence of anticipatory behaviours was limited due to the underlying variability in the data. This appeared to be 

due to uncontrolled environmental variability, particularly visitor presence, having a greater influence than expected. 

While the present data do not allow conclusions about the relative welfare benefits of different feeding schedules, they 

do provide a baseline against which the effect of changes in husbandry or visitor presence can be assessed. 

 

 

 

Lola Brookes, Zoological Society of London and Royal Veterinary College 

Co-authors: B.B. Jackson & M. Waters 

Monitoring the effects of translocation of captive African hunting dogs (Lycaon pictus) through 

faecal cortisol and behavioural analysis. 

Captive animals are frequently moved between zoological collections to maintain viable populations. This may be 

stressful for animals involved and improved understanding of potential effects will enhance their management. Our 

study focused on an all-male group of African hunting dogs (Lycaon pictus; n = 4) that were translocated from one zoo 

to another in March 2009. Faecal hormone analysis and behavioural observations suggested that the group elicited a 

stress response to the move. Mean faecal cortisol levels increased by 3-fold immediately after the move compared to 

before (from 61.14ng/g to 190.25ng/g) and concentrations did not approach baseline levels until four weeks later 

(p=0.001). However, observations indicated that it took even longer for the group‟s behaviour to return to baseline 

levels. Significantly increased „cowering‟ was observed after the move (p=0.04) and was still seen up to eight weeks 

later. Therefore, our findings suggested that this group of African hunting dogs may have been stressed by the move. 

Further research is required to ascertain this and to find ways of reducing the stress experienced by translocated 

animals in captivity, if deemed necessary. 
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Emmelianna Bujak,  Zoological Society of London 

Co-authors: D.I. Green & W. V. Holt 

Investigating the reproduction of Eurasian otters (Lutra lutra) using non-invasive methods. 

Eurasian otters (Lutra lutra) are considered to be „Near Threatened‟ and measures to conserve populations are 

necessary. However, reproductive success in captivity has been suboptimal. Establishing an understanding of the 

reproductive cycle is valuable for increasing the success of captive breeding programmes. Our study validated and 

used non-invasive methods for measuring faecal metabolites of progestagens and oestradiol in captive Eurasian 

otters, in order to monitor ovarian function. Based on observations of behaviour in captivity, Eurasian otters were 

previously thought to have an approximately monthly oestrous cycle. However, some sexual activities may have been 

overlooked, particularly as Eurasian otters are nocturnal. Indeed, our findings suggest that these estimates may be 

oversimplified. In a three-month duration no obvious cyclic patterns were detected, suggesting that the oestrous cycle 

may be longer and/or more complicated than previously suspected. Our findings highlight the importance of using a 

combination of methods to investigate reproductive cycles in captivity. Ideally, behavioural observations and faecal 

hormone analysis should be used in conjunction, on the same individuals. Studies over a longer period using both 

methods are needed to address questions about ovarian cyclicity in this species. 

 

 

Alecia J. Carter, The Australian National University 

Co-authors: S.L. Macdonald, V. Thomson & A.W. Goldizen 

Your place or mine?: Can we control for home range overlap in social networks? 

Many studies have suggested that the degree of spatial overlap between a pair influences group membership. This is 

especially true of species with fission-fusion social organisation; group membership can and does change on a regular 

basis, but pairs may not share the same home ranges and thus have the same opportunities to associate. Despite 

this, association indices and network analysis do not consider the amount of overlap between the home ranges of 

individuals. An appropriate method for testing whether association patterns are nonrandom given spatial and temporal 

overlap of individuals in the same area is currently lacking. We propose an alternative method for analysing social 

structure that accounts for varying degrees of spatial overlap between pairs. We do this through the use of a null 

model generated by a simulation technique using two parameters available from field studies of social networks. 

 

 

Melanie Clapham, University of Cumbria 

Co-authors: O.T. Nevin, F. Rosell & A.D. Ramsey
 

Preliminary findings assessing the olfactory communication strategies of brown bears.  

Chemical communication research on large carnivores has predominantly concentrated on social species, with solitary 

large felids and ursids receiving little attention. We aim to bridge the gap between olfactory communication research in 

social and solitary carnivores and gain a more coherent understanding of the function of scent marking in brown bears 

(Ursus arctos), giant pandas (Ailuropoda melanoleuca) and tigers (Panthera tigris). Initial brown bear studies used 

direct visual observations, vegetation transects and camera traps to identify individuals, assess vegetation 

preferences for marking, and capture the behaviour during scent marking. Our initial findings indicate that selection of 

trees for marking is non-random (χ
2
 =138.99 P<0.001), both species of the tree (P<0.001) and its DBH (P=0.014) 

contributed to a marking response. Adult males were significantly more likely to mark than females or subadults 

(χ
2
=17.78 P<0.001). There was also a significant difference between the frequency of use of trails containing rub trees 

by different age-sex classes (χ
2
=41.42 P<0.001).  By understanding the how olfactory communication influences the 

social organisation of carnivores, we will be better equipped to understand the processes involved in territoriality, 

dispersal and reproduction. Such knowledge is fundamental when assessing the ecological needs of a species and 

the governing of population management. 

 

 

Melanie Cotterill, University of Nottingham 

Co-author: S. Goodacre 

A tangled web: Bias sex ratios, bacteria and mating behaviours of a solitary sheet web spider, 

Pityohyphantes phrygianus. 

Pityohyphantes phrygianus (Linyphiidae) is a solitary sheet web spider commonly found in coniferous forests. Fisher‟s 

theory predicts that natural populations should maintain a stable sex ratio of 1:1. However, P.phrygianus populations 
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are frequently observed to have a female biased sex ratio averaging around 1:3. Predation and over-wintering 

mortality rates do not seem to account for this bias alone which is observed even at the embryo stage. Studies by 

Gunnarsson et al have shown that females tend to produce a 1:3 primary sex ratio.  A more recent study provided 

evidence that P.phrygianus females have the potential to influence the sex ratio of their offspring by altering their post 

copulatory position. Experiments manipulating the post copulatory position of females, have shown that brood sex 

ratios near 1:1. Interestingly P.phrygianus also harbours Wolbachia a maternally inherited bacterial endosymbiont 

known to distort host offspring sex ratios in numerous solitary arthropods. At least one other endosymbiont is present 

(Rickettsia). By altering its host‟s behaviour, could the presence of Wolbachia be the driving force in the maintenance 

of an otherwise paradoxical sex ratio bias?  

 

 

Alice Cowie, University of St Andrews 

Co-authors: W. Hoppitt, E. Alapetite, L. Fogarty, T. Hanrahan, J. Higgin & K. Laland 

Experimental Investigations of Diffusion Dynamics in Budgerigars. 

Although much is known about social learning in controlled laboratory conditions, researchers currently have little 

understanding of the variables affecting diffusion dynamics in freely interacting groups of animals. To address these 

questions, we have conducted an extensive series of diffusion experiments on captive budgerigars, presenting eight 

groups of eight birds with a series of different foraging tasks and in each case recording manipulations and solutions 

of the task. We have now begun to analyse the effect of individual level variables such as social status, asocial 

learning ability, willingness to interact with novel objects, and age, on the budgies‟ likelihood of innovation and latency 

to solve a task. We are also applying network-based diffusion analysis (NBDA) to detect social transmission of task 

solutions and using a novel statistical technique to distinguish the mechanism of transmission. In addition, we are 

studying the impact of scrounging behaviour on the propensity of individuals to interact with a task, and the effect this 

has on the diffusion of task-solving behaviour within a group. This project is very much a work in progress, and our 

poster will present some of the preliminary findings of this large-scale study.   

 

 

Rachel D Davies, University of Leeds
 

Co-authors: K. Hamer, S. Wanless & S. Lewis
 

Density dependent foraging strategies of Northern Gannets. 

- Intra-specific competition and shifting marine environments 

Intra-specific competition for food resources affects both foraging behaviour and population growth rates, even in far-

ranging marine predators such as the northern gannet. The productivity of marine ecosystems has been strongly 

affected by recent climate change, and these effects have been propagated up the food chain to higher predators, yet 

the role of density-dependence in shaping predators‟ responses to climate change has been largely overlooked. Here, 

I examine trip durations and nest attendance patterns of chick rearing northern gannets in 2009, at 10 colonies of 

widely varying size in the UK and Ireland. I then compare patterns of density-dependence with those obtained during a 

previous study under different environmental conditions in 2000. These results are discussed in the context of how 

density-dependent responses to shifting marine environments may affect future population dynamics.  

 

 

Catriona Dowling, University of Limerick 

Co-author: R.D.Santer 

Investigating the possibility of air movement signals in the aggressive behaviour of the field cricket, 

Gryllus bimaculatus (de Geer). 

Many arthropods possess filiform hair sensilla, which are extremely sensitive air movement detectors. In many 

species, filiform hairs function as predator or prey detectors. In two species (a whip spider and a non-stridulating 

African cave cricket), filiform hairs receive intraspecific communication signals. Because filiform hair sensilla are 

widespread, it has been proposed that many arthropods might communicate in this fashion. We are investigating 

agonistic communication in the field cricket, Gryllus bimaculatus. During agonistic contests, crickets perform antennal 

fencing displays which are proposed to indicate motivation and are necessary for contest escalation. During antennal 

fencing, crickets vibrate their antennae in a fashion superficially similar to the proposed agonistic air movement signal 

performed by whip spiders. Since the filiform hairs on the cerci of crickets are extremely sensitive to air movements, 

we investigate whether these structures function as receivers of air movements generated by the antennal fencing 

signal. Agonistic contests are staged between pairs of male crickets, either with their cerci intact, or ablated (surgically 
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or with paint). We predict that, if a component of the antennal fencing signal is received as air movement, these 

manipulations should impair signal reception and alter contest duration and escalation frequency.  

 

 

Katie L. Edwards, University of Liverpool 

Co-authors: S.L. Walker,
 
R. Bodenham & S. Shultz 

Associations between social behaviour and adrenal activity in female Barbary macaques (Macaca 

sylvanus). 

Social interactions are an important part of primate life, but they are also a potential source of stress. By measuring 

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis activity via faecal glucocorticoid concentrations, we can investigate how 

individuals respond to stressors in their environment. Results from previous studies indicate that across primate 

species relationships between dominance rank, social behaviours and glucocorticoids are inconsistent. These 

inconsistencies may indicate that social stressors vary across species, or they may be explained by the way in which 

relationships are analysed. Average faecal glucocorticoid concentrations may give an indication of chronic HPA 

activity; however, they may not accurately reflect how individuals respond to potential stressors because of the short-

term nature of the HPA response to a stimulus. In the current study, we compare average and temporally-matched 

data to determine whether social rank or particular social behaviours best predict adrenal activity in female Barbary 

macaques (Macaca sylvanus). Glucocorticoid concentration varied across individuals, rank categories and with social 

behaviour. However, associations observed between average rates of behaviour and average faecal glucocorticoid 

concentrations were not consistent with temporally-matched data. The behaviours in which an individual was involved 

were related to faecal glucocorticoid concentrations the following day; however, the specific behaviours involved 

varied across individuals.  

 

 

Holly Farmer, University of Exeter 

Co-authors: L. Leaver & A. B. Plowman  

Comparative study of the responses of captive black howler monkeys (Alouatta caraya) to playback 

experiments. 

In captivity, providing a stimulating environment is essential to encourage the performance of species-specific 

behavioural repertoires and promote animal welfare. The howler monkey (Alouatta species) is characterised by the 

production of howl vocalisations. Preliminary observations have found that captive howler monkeys do not perform 

regular howls, the functions of which include regulation of space use, territorial demarcation, opponent assessment 

and resource defence. We carried out playback experiments on 12 groups of captive black howler monkeys (Alouatta 

caraya), testing behavioural responses to four acoustic stimuli; howls of conspecific (A. caraya), howls of a non-

sympatric howler species (A. palliata), the roars of a different primate species, the red ruffed lemur (Varecia rubra), 

and the low frequency sound of a chainsaw. All four sounds were played on a random schedule, each morning, for six 

consecutive days for each study group. We compared changes in anxiety-related, sexual and vocal behaviours pre 

and post-playback. Howler monkeys were found mainly to respond to conspecific calls and playbacks elicited howling 

in previously non-vocal groups. The study illustrates the importance of the auditory environment for captive-housed 

species and the application of acoustic environmental enrichment in terms of welfare. 

 

 

Andrew Ferris, University of Exeter  

Is Individual Fighting Ability or Size of Army More Important in Battles Between Wood Ants 

(Formica rufa) : A test of Lanchester’s Laws. 

Two laws were proposed to explain rates of attrition in human warfare which have since been used to explain fighting 

strategies in animals (Lanchester 1916). The square law states that all individuals are equally vulnerable to attack 

from every individual on the opponent‟s side and the members of the numerically stronger side will group together and 

concentrate their attacks on individuals. The linear law states that the rate of loss is independent of army size and 

battles take the form of a series of one-on-one duels which promotes individual fighting ability. This study tests which 

of these laws Formica rufa follow in battle over a resource. It is a repeated measures design with a core group of 10 

ants all of the same size with the opposition varying in numerical army size and size of individuals in each treatment. 

The number of aggressive interactions initiated per individual is used as a measure of casualty rate and the time spent 

in control of a food resource is used as another measure of dominance. The results of battles will be analysed to see 
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whether numerically stronger armies are more dominant following the linear or if armies with larger individuals are 

more dominant even if outnumbered following the linear law. 

 

 

Nick Gardner, University of Exeter 

Veterants: battle experience affects the nature of intraspecific conflict in wood ants Formica rufa. 

Using two colonies obtained from the wild, this study tests the hypothesis that experience is an important factor in 

deciding the outcome of fights in the aggressively territorial wood ant species Formica rufa.  Groups of ten ants were 

taken from each colony and exposed to each other in ten minute battles, which were conducted in neutral territory 

containing a central food source.  The number of battles that specific groups had had was recorded, and used as a 

measure of experience (i.e. one battle = one experience etc.)  Factors recorded in each battle were the level of 

aggression shown (measured as the number of aggressive encounters initiated) and the time spent in contact with the 

resource (as a measure of resource holding potential), with the prediction that more experienced groups would show 

more aggression and be in contact with the resource for longer. 

 

 

Marko Haapakoski, University of Jyväskylä, Finland  

Co-authors: L. Trebaticka, J. Sundell & H. Ylönen
 

Food and predation risk effects on winter survival and onset of breeding in the bank vole (Myodes 

glareolus). 

In seasonal environment, survival and optimal onset of breeding after non-breeding season plays major role for fitness 

of an individual. Food supplementation is known to increase survival over-winter and enhance earlier onset of 

breeding in small mammals. Predation risk cues affect individual behaviour in many ways. We combined the effects of 

predator odour and food supplementation in to one 2x2 factorial experiment, to assess their relative importance for 

over-wintering success and onset of breeding in bank voles. We carried out experiment in twenty 0,25ha outdoor 

enclosures in central Finland. Experiment lasted from November till April. Founder survival was highest in food 

treatment while it was lowest in predator odour treatment. We observed same trend in vole densities and in vole 

condition between treatments. Voles with supplemental food started to breed earlier than the voles in control or in 

predator treatments. Food and predator odour treatment increased the variance in breeding strategies with some 

individuals starting early and some delaying their onset of breeding season. We conclude that fear of predation has 

important implications, especially for male performance over the non-breeding season. 

 

 

Andrew Holmes, University of Liverpool 

Co-authors: R. Beynon & J. Hurst 

Kin recognition and familiarity in the female house mouse (Mus musculus domesticus) 

Individual and kin recognition can be crucial for effective interactions with conspecifics. Recalling previously 

encountered (familiar) individuals enables social partnerships to be formed and repeated costly interactions avoided. 

Recognising related individuals can influence social decisions that might affect inclusive fitness such as mate choice 

or cooperation. Female house mice (Mus musculus domesticus) nest, and often nurse, communally providing 

opportunity for cooperation and conflict between females. As laboratory strains of mice have very limited genetic 

variability, their utility for studying genetically-based recognition systems is highly constrained. Thus, we used wild-

derived house mice to investigate whether females discriminate and show a preference for related and unrelated 

females, and whether prior familiarity plays a role. A series of 2-choice tests were performed to assess the short- and 

long-term responses of female house mice to females according to relatedness and familiarity, using both scent and 

whole animals as choice stimuli.  Female house mice displayed a preference for related over unrelated females, and 

this effect was stronger when the females were unfamiliar. Our results suggest a phenotype matching kin recognition 

mechanism is used by female house mice when making social decisions. The implications of our findings and possible 

future work are discussed. 
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Kathryn L Hunt, Queen Mary University of London 

Co-author: B. Stevens-Wood  

The Scout-Recruit Concept and Central Place Foraging Theory in the Leaf-Cutter Ant Acromyrmex 

octospinosus. 

The re-evaluation of the scout-recruit concept in social insect colonies questions the existence of single task scouts, 

promoting behavioural flexibility within the foragers. This study investigates this theory using the leaf-cutter ant 

Acromyrmex octospinosus. We test this species against hypotheses created from the optimality models of central 

place foraging theory, which Atta species have been shown to contradict. Morphological measurements of known 

scouts and recruits revealed only a significant difference in weight and increasing travel time to a foraging patch, via 

detainment along route, had no effect on subsequent patch residence time for either group. Detained recruits however 

showed a decreased latency to cut time with increasing travel time. Our data provide evidence for a less clear-cut 

division between scouts and recruits, lending support for a more fluid regime, whereby transitions between behaviours 

occur, with all forgers being capable of performing both roles. Furthermore these findings are consistent with those 

from previous studies whereby leaf-cutter ant species do not appear to adhere to the optimality models of central 

place foraging theory and lend weight to the argument that foraging may therefore be optimised using the needs of the 

colony as a whole, and not at the level of the individual.   

 

 

Jonathan Jarrett & Samuel Andrew Jones, University of Exeter, MSc Animal Behaviour 

Conditioning a chicken to discriminate between shapes. 

The aim of these training sessions was to train four chickens to discriminate between circles and shapes. Shettleworth 

(1972) trained chickens to discriminate between different types of water in terms of taste. Wills et al. (2009) 

conditioned pigeons (Columba livia) and squirrels (Sciurus carolinensis) to discriminate between shapes, initially 

based on Ferster and Skinner‟s (1957) „poke-board‟ for the process of training, however this form of shape 

discrimination has not been studied within chickens. Four ex-battery hens were conditioned over eight sessions (one 

session made of ten trials). A simplified version of Herrnstein‟s rho (Herrnstein, Loveland, Cable, 1976) was used to 

analysis the data. The results from the five training sessions indicate that this training has worked, showing a gradual 

increase in the accuracy performance throughout the trials over time. Additionally showed a gradual decrease in the 

time it takes the chicken to complete the trial. Factors which could have included the chickens ability to learn the 

discrimination more quicker and efficiently was that it was in the presence of other chickens, so distractions could 

occur. Additional factors which might have influenced the chickens performance maybe this concept of „instinctual 

drift‟ 

 

 

Kimberley Jayne, The University of Plymouth 

Co-author: P. Gee 

Environmental Factors and Patterns of Behaviour in Zoo-housed Sumatran tigers, Panthera tigris 

sumatrae. 

Captive environments are associated with increased predictability and keeping animals within such restricted 

surroundings can encourage abnormal behaviour. This study investigated what elements of environmental 

predictability may impact collectively upon behaviour, such as husbandry scheduling and enclosure complexity. A 

difficulty studying predictability is the need to collect a large quantity of behavioural data over an extended period of 

time, and therefore this study piloted a measure called „Busyness‟ that would measure animal activity and could be 

used by numbers of inexperienced observers to increase data collection. Observations were conducted on the 

behaviour of two zoo-housed Sumatran tigers, Panthera tigris sumatrae. Graphical analysis revealed patterns in the 

data such that the tigers showed increased Busyness scores leading up to the fixed time that they were taken off-

show and therefore this may indicate anticipation of this event. In addition, both animals were observed to display 

stereotyped pacing behaviour. The female tiger showed increased pacing leading up to the time she was taken off-

show, whereas the male showed the opposite pattern. Both animals were also observed to pace within specific 

sections of the enclosure. Suggestions have been made to explain differences in behaviour in relation to 

environmental events and personal history as well as proposals for future research. 
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Samuel Andrew Jones, University of Exeter 

Learning To Reach For The Stars: A Form Discrimination Task In The Chicken (Gallus gallus 

domesticus). 

Animals that can learn will attain a selective advantage. Training strengthens associations making responses less 

variable. Rhode Island Red/Warren hybrids from the Battery Hen Welfare Trust, Chumleigh, were trained to 

discriminate form.  A pokeboard was placed in a 1m x 2m enclosure. The order and time that each chicken took to eat 

all mealworms was recorded. During eight 1.5 hour sessions from 02/12/09 – 16/12/09 chickens completed 70-90 

discrete trials and developed confidence. Herrnstein‟s rho calculated a discrimination accuracy of 80.03% or above for 

all chickens. It was concluded that using a simple step-by-step method chickens can discriminate form in as few as 41 

trials supporting a hypothesis that chickens may use cone shape to identify conspecifics. 

 

 

Thomas Lee, University Of Liverpool 

Optimal Toxicity and Anti-Predator Signalling in Model/Mimic Populations. 

There has been a recent theoretical focus on determining the optimal warning signal strength and level of toxicity that 

aposematic prey should adopt in order to maximise fitness. As such our understanding of the antagonistic relationship 

between raised conspicuousness and toxicity level is now much better understood. What remains less explored is the 

optimal toxicity levels that two aposematic species should adopt when they evolve to be visually mimetic. In this talk, I 

will give a brief outline of a recently developed numerical optimization model which aims to better understand the 

dynamics of mimicry both in terms of visual resemblance and the optimal level of toxicity adopted by individuals of 

each species. The aim being to address issues such as the effects of absolute density, predator generalization, costs 

of toxin storage and the complexity of mimetic protection as to whether mutualism or parasitism ensues.  

 

 

Alessandro Macario, University of Exeter 

Early social experience and female mate preference in Guppies (Poecilia reticulata). 

Individual phenotypic variation in female mate preference is common and can influence the mode, strength and 

direction of sexual selection on males‟ traits but also the evolution of reproductive isolation. This variation in individual 

choice is shaped by environmental and social factors. To investigate the possibility that females may adjust their 

mating preferences according to the phenotype distribution of males they experience during development, I‟m using 

Guppies (Poecilia reticulata). This popular model system has been particularly fruitful in the study of sexual selection 

and many ecological factors such as predation risk, ambient light, water turbidity, presence of conspecifics have 

proved to modify female mate preference. However, there have been relatively few investigations of how early social 

experience could modify female reproductive behaviour. My PhD proposes to go into details and disentangle the 

currently contradictory results found in Guppies. To do so, I‟m testing the effect of different visual sexual signals along 

with different period of exposure experienced by immature individuals. Because Guppies are known to exhibit 

geographical variation in their sexual behaviour, I‟m working also on two different populations. 

 

 

Rafael Mares, University of Cambridge 

Development of prospecting and its effect on early helping behaviour in male meerkats. 

In species with delayed dispersal, prospecting allows individuals to assess dispersal opportunities before permanently 

leaving their natal territories.  In addition, when reproduction within the group is limited to a few individuals, it may be 

the only way to obtain reproductive success prior to dispersal.  As prospecting may be costly, it is likely that only those 

individuals in good condition are able to invest in this behaviour.  In cooperative species, minimizing investment in 

helping behaviours in the natal group may allow individuals to maximize their condition and invest more in 

prospecting.  Here, I investigated early prospecting behaviour in cooperative meerkats.  Unlike females, males 

voluntarily disperse from the natal group as adults, but will begin prospecting between 6 and 12 months of age, 

coinciding with the age at which they begin actively helping.  Through the analysis of 10 years of data, I determined 

that males that are heavier at 6 months invest more in prospecting.  Given the established trade-off between 

prospecting and helping among adults, I also investigated whether young males who prospect more contribute less to 

pup-feeding.  My results indicate that individuals modify their early investment in prospecting depending on their ability 

to afford the costs of this behaviour. 
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Harry Marshall,  Institute of Zoology and Imperial College London 

Simple rules in a complex world: patch choice in chacma baboons. 

The natural world varies both naturally and artificially. Many studies have investigated how asocial species react to 

environmental change but surprisingly little is known about how social species balance their resource and social 

needs in a changing environment. To understand this balance we must first determine the underlying mechanisms 

driving individual foraging and socialising. Only then can we describe how these simple processes scale up to produce 

more complex group and population level patterns, and ultimately how environmental change may affect social 

species. This study uses the chacma baboons (Papio ursinus) at the Tsaobis Baboon Project, Namibia as a model 

system in which to explore these patterns and processes. From May to November 2009, we collected data on over 

700 baboon food patch choices. Using a resource selection function, built with a discrete choice model, we identify the 

important environmental and social factors driving patch-choice. This method quantifies each factor‟s relative effect, 

enabling us to build a general rule describing baboon patch-choice.In the future we plan to use this general rule of 

baboon patch-choice to govern behaviour in an individual based model. This model will be used to explore the impacts 

of environmental change on social species. 

 

Louise Millar, University of Exeter 

Co-authors: L. Leaver & S.E.G. Lea 

Puzzling pigeons: cognitive enrichment improves captive animal welfare. 

The provision of suitable, effective environmental enrichment (EE) for captive animals is an important issue in animal 

welfare. EE is usually limited to inanimate objects which require physical manipulation. However, cognitive enrichment 

(CE) is thought to have significant effects on captive animal welfare (Meehan & Mench, 2007; Manteuffel et al. 2009). 

We designed an experiment to investigate to what extent laboratory animals benefit from CE, what conditions are 

necessary for benefits to be seen, and how these effects can be measured. Using a laboratory–based, group-housed 

population of pigeons (species chosen for their extensive use in cognitive experimentation), we measured welfare 

based on physical condition, cognitive bias, stereotyping and behavioural diversity, at baseline, during the ten-day 

experimental phase where a cognitive puzzle was introduced to the group of pigeons for one hour a day, and again 

after two weeks to see if welfare levels returned to baseline. Key findings were that during the CE phase, the pigeons 

showed less stereotypic behaviour, and were more „optimistic‟, as measured by a cognitive bias test (Bateson & 

Matheson, 2007) than during the baseline phase. This supports previous work, as well as being an important 

consideration in the use of animals for cognitive research. 

 

 

Sophie L. Mowles, University of Plymouth 

Co-authors: P. A. Cotton & M. Briffa 

Strength, stamina and fighting ability in hermit crabs. 

Animal contests often involve the production of repeated signals, which are assumed to advertise the fighting ability of 

the sender by a demonstration of stamina. A recent trend has been to investigate whole organism performance 

capacities to produce accurate estimates of how stamina may affect fighting ability. However, there may be situations 

where performance capacities cannot be recorded, and surrogate measures must be used instead. This study 

combined two such approaches to investigate the effects of stamina and strength on the outcome of hermit crab shell 

fights. Locomotory performance was used to investigate „stamina‟ and it was found that successful attackers and 

defenders performed both higher mean walking speeds and higher maximum speeds compared to losers. The sizes of 

the crabs‟ abdominal muscles, along with their protein content were used as surrogates for „strength‟. There was no 

difference in muscle protein between winners and losers, but winners had significantly larger muscle/body weight 

ratios than losers. Thus, muscle quality does not affect fighting ability, although muscle size does. Further, this study 

supports game theoretical assumptions that repeated signals advertise stamina and fighting ability, by demonstrating 

that performance, and therefore stamina, is related to success in hermit crab shell fights. 

 

Josephine Orledge, University of Exeter 

Co-authors: N. Royle, J. Blount & A. Hoodless 

Resource allocation trade-offs during growth: does oxidative stress provide?    

The environment experienced during early life can have profound effects on health and fitness as adults. Individuals 

often experience variation in resource availability during growth and development, and resource allocation trade-offs 

are common. Such trade-offs can be particularly acute for strongly sexually-selected species, where significant 
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investment in costly secondary sexual characteristics can only be achieved at a cost to other traits. However, very little 

is known about the mechanisms underlying such trade-offs. Using ring neck pheasants we investigated the role of 

oxidative stress as a potential proximate link between investment in growth and/or reproduction (primary and 

secondary sexual traits) and self-maintenance in animals. 

 

 

Sarah C. Paul, Cardiff University 

Co-authors: E.F. Kean, E.A. Chadwick & C.T. Müller 

The lingering odour of otters: abiotic effects on the scent signals of Lutra lutra. 

Scent is a vitally important form of communication for many species particularly mustelids. Research indicates that 

members of this family use specific scent secretions or urine and faeces to transmit a variety of intraspecific signals, 

though both the exact message and chemical form (digital or analogue) is species dependent. One of the main 

advantages of scent is the longevity of the messages in comparison to other forms of communication (e.g. visual or 

vocal), however little is known about the persistence of the scent signals in the environment. Work is currently being 

carried out by the Cardiff University Otter Project to establish the nature of signals in Eurasian otter (Lutra lutra) scent 

secretions. This largely solitary species deposits spraint (faeces and anal gland secretion) frequently and in 

conspicuous locations indicating its role in scent communication. Here we present an assessment of the changes in 

spraint scent signal composition over 28 days in controlled abiotic conditions set to reflect those possible in the wild. 

Results indicate that spraint specific composition is maintained only under certain conditions and over particular time 

periods with implications for the potential of using scent in L. lutra monitoring. 

 

 

Hannah Pratt, University of Sussex 

Co-authors: D. Osorio 

Ontogenetic development of body patterns in the cuttlefish Sepia Officinalis. 

Cuttlefish are masters of disguise, producing adaptive camouflage by altering their appearance via neurally controlled 

chromatophores in the skin.  The body pattern expressed is dependent not only on the background, but also on the 

body size of the cuttlefish. In most laboratory experiments cuttlefish are housed in bare uniform grey tanks; in the 

present study, we tested whether when reared on a variety of different backgrounds the visual ontogeny of the 

cuttlefish and the development of the body patterns is effected. Sepia officinalis were reared from eggs to juveniles on 

checkerboards of check size 1mm, 2mm, 5mm and 10mm and also on a uniform pale grey background and a mosaic 

of all the above patterns.  Once grown to juveniles the cuttlefish were individually tested on all the different 

backgrounds. Results show that there was no or little difference in the body patterns evoked in the cuttlefish raised on 

the smaller check backgrounds. However the animals reared on the larger 10 mm background were seen to display a 

uniform pattern when placed on the smaller checks, when a disruptive pattern would be expected.  This suggests that 

the rearing conditions of the cuttlefish have a role to play in the development of the cuttlefish‟s visual system and 

camouflage behaviour. 

 

 

Gwendolen M. Rodgers, University of Leeds 

Co-authors: W. Hentley & L.J. Morrell 

The lady loves an artist: ornament use in stickleback nests attracts females. 

Sexual selection has driven the evolution of many elaborate structures and behaviours across the animal kingdom. 

The male three-spined stickleback, for example, builds an elaborate nest in the spring and summer after developing 

his bright breeding colouration. This nest, his breeding colouration and a courting dance attract females to lay their 

eggs in his nest which he will then fertilise and care for alone. The stickleback‟s nest can be considered part of his 

extended phenotype; neater, more compact nests are positively correlated with measures of male quality and nest 

structure is consistent over time for individual males. Bowerbirds use their „nests‟ as extended phenotypes in this way, 

and readily decorate them with certain artificial materials increasing their attractiveness. Recent work has shown that 

under laboratory conditions, sticklebacks will use colourful artificial materials in their nests, and those doing so receive 

more female attention. This work investigates this phenomenon in natural field conditions. We show that wild three-

spined sticklebacks use artificial materials in nest construction. Males using novel coloured materials engaged in more 

courting behaviour that those who did not, suggesting that these materials are used as ornaments by wild sticklebacks 

in their nests.  
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Paula Rosewarne, University of Leeds 

Co-author: A. Dunn 

A Home from Home? Habitat use by relocated White-clawed crayfish Austropotamobius pallipes. 

Crayfish are amongst the most imperilled taxa in freshwater systems.  The white-clawed crayfish (Austropotamobius 

pallipes), the  only species native to the UK, has undergone rapid decline due to pollution, habitat loss, and  most 

importantly, the introduction of the invasive American signal crayfish Pacifastacus leniusculus and its fungal parasite 

Aphanomyces astaci  (crayfish plague)  which is fatal to A.pallipes. The IUCN threatened A.pallipes is now afforded 

protection under both EU and UK legislation, however, in the absence of a truly effective control  method for invasive 

crayfish, translocation of endangered populations to  isolated still waters, aptly named “ark sites”, has become a key 

part of conservation strategy.  The success of this strategy rests on; firstly, finding suitable sites, secure from invasive 

species and crayfish plague in the medium to long-term; and secondly, managing those sites in a way to provide the 

highest chance of successful population establishment.  Understanding the habitat use and foraging behaviour of 

A.pallipes under a range of conditions is vital if we are to successfully translocate populations from lotic to lentic 

habitats, and make best use of the limited resources available for habitat restoration.  An outline of planned work with 

these aims is presented. 

 

 

Jennifer L. Sanderson, University of Exeter 

Co-authors: S.J. Hodge & M.A. Cant 

Causes and consequences of behaviour variations within cooperative societies. 

Understanding within-group behavioural variation is a major goal of research on social evolution. Some aspects of this 

variation may be explained by attributes such as age, sex, condition, or dominance status. However, similar 

individuals often behave very differently; a variation which remains unexplained. Hormonally-mediated trade-offs 

between behaviours such as aggression and cooperative care force individuals to choose between different behaviour 

strategies. This choice of strategy may have downstream fitness costs as limited physiological plasticity forces 

behaviour to become fixed over time. This may explain behavioural asymmetries between similar individuals if past 

experience has led them to different patterns of hormone expression. The banded mongoose (Mungos mungo) is a 

highly social species with extreme within-group variation in cooperative input, providing a model system for the study 

of behavioural variation. The current study will use steroid-hormone measures and novel oxytocin manipulations to 

identify physiological trade-offs in behaviour expression. This, alongside existing long-term behavioural observations, 

will be used to determine downstream effects of behaviour choice from interactions with stress and mating behaviour. 

Through an in-depth investigation of the physiological control of behaviour we will give a new insight into factors 

affecting social behaviour.  

 

 

Cristina Sartori, University of Padua, Italy 

Genetic evaluation of social behaviour using indirect genetic effects: fighting ability in cows. 

In analysing social behaviour, models including indirect genetic effects have been suggested as method to account for 

interactions among animals. This study aimed to compare three different approaches for a genetic evaluation of 

fighting behaviour, assessing or not the competitor effect. Results of traditional matches called “Batailles de Reine” of 

Valdostana cattle were used to score the fighting ability of cows. 6 years of fights disputed by 5236 cows were 

considered. Genetic analyses applied a single-trait REML method to: i) a model based on a “Placement Score” (PS), 

related to the position reached and the size of battle board (M1), ii) as M1 but using a “Competitive PS” (CPS), 

accounting for the strength of the opponent (M2) and iii) a competitive model including directly the competitor effect 

with the PS (M3). Despite a low heritability (h^2), different models influenced the h^2 estimates: 0.090 for M1, 0.033 

for M2 and 0.049 for M3, respectively. The goodness of fitting, evaluated through the Akaike Information Criterion 

revealed M3 as the best method, and the introduction of opponent strength in the genetic model as the best way for 

analysing the trait. 
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Luke A. Schneider, University of Adelaide 

Co-authors: P.H. Delfabbro & N.R. Burns 

Lateralisation in the domestic dog (Canis lupus familiaris). 

Previously held to be a feature unique to the human brain, it is now accepted that many vertebrate species are 

lateralised to some degree. The boundaries of this phenomenon in the domestic dog (Canis lupus familiaris) remain 

undefined. The present studies explored the associations that exist between motor laterality and racetrack behaviour 

in the greyhound, and between motor laterality and various temperament traits in a sample of pet dogs. Fifty-three 

greyhounds were tested on a paw preference task and the resulting paw preference was compared to two observed 

racetrack behaviours. The results suggested that racetrack behaviour may be lateralised, with subjects demonstrating 

individual behavioural preferences across their careers. Additionally, the results suggested that a relationship may 

exist between the side bias expressed on the paw preference task and racetrack behaviour, although this relationship 

requires further exploration. For the study of temperament, 69 dogs of various breeds were tested on a paw 

preference task and the results compared to the 13 behaviour subscales of the Canine Behavioral Assessment & 

Research Questionnaire. The results of this study were largely inconclusive, but indicated some temperament traits 

that may be associated with laterality. 

 

 

Ivana Schoepf, University of Zurich 

Co-author: C. Schradin 

Social flexibility: a field study in the four striped mouse. 

The four striped mouse (Rhabdomys pumilio) is an ideal species to study social flexibility as it can be both solitary and 

group-living. Intra-group conflict during the breeding season favours solitary-living, while high population density and 

end of reproductive competition after the breeding season favour group-living. To test whether population density 

would affect striped mice sociality, we removed groups and made territory vacant. Experimental group, whose 

territories directly neighboured the removed groups territory were expected to break up, while control groups, who 

neighboured only experimental but not removal groups, were expected to remain. Eight replicates were conducted 

during the breeding season to test for the role of population density. More striped mice from experimental groups 

became solitary than mice from control groups studied at the same time and in the same population. To test for 

influences of reproductive competition on sociality, the same experiment was repeated during the non-breeding 

season. Six replicas were conducted and in all but one replica, mice remained group-living. The results presented 

here are part of a broader study which will yield important information on how far factors such as population density 

and reproductive competition influence group-living in striped mice. 

 

 

Toni Vernelli, University of Exeter 

Neophobia in magpies – Not so black and white. 

In nature, many of the decisions that animals make involve resources that are qualitatively novel and to varying 

degrees dissimilar from what they have previously experienced. An animal‟s response to novelty therefore plays a 

crucial role in how it learns about and interacts with its environment. Surprisingly, some of the most successful and 

seemingly adaptable species exhibit strong avoidance behaviour in response to novel stimuli, a phenomenon known 

as neophobia. Despite the evolutionary conundrum this presents, no previous attempt had been made to fully 

characterise neophobia in an ecologically plastic species. Using free-living magpies, a highly versatile and widespread 

species that is also reputed to be extremely wary of novel objects, I investigated which object features influenced 

neophobic responses and documented the pattern of habituation. In a series of field experiments, magpies were 

presented with familiar and conspicuous food inside novel feeding containers varying in colour and shape. Neophobia 

intensity was measured using latency to feed, feeding frequency and feed duration. Approach-avoidance behaviours 

exhibited in the presence of an object were also documented.  Magpies exhibited strong novel object neophobia that 

persisted even after repeated exposure. Although avoidance behaviour was directed at all novel objects, colour and 

shape did influence the intensity of responses, with longwave colours and more complex objects eliciting stronger 

reactions. However, a degree of generalisation between colours and shapes did appear to occur. Furthermore, this 

study demonstrated that ambivalent behaviour plays a key role in attenuating neophobic responses.  
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Helen Ward, Queen Mary University of London 

Co-Author: S. Rossiter 

What do women want? Mate choice in greater horseshoe bats. 

Female mate choice occurs when females show an active preference for mating with particular males. Why and how 

females execute these preferences remains elusive. This poster explains how we will use multi-generational 

parentage and pedigree data to examine patterns of mate choice in a wild population of Rhinolophus ferrumequinum, 

the greater horseshoe bat. Females of this species exert an unusual degree of mate choice compared to many other 

female mammals, and patterns of mate choice within the population are intriguing: some females show sequential 

mate fidelity between years and there is considerable intra-lineage polygyny, where females from the same matriline 

often share breeding partners. We discuss potential pre- and post-copulatory mechanisms of female mate choice and 

outline research we hope to conduct. The indirect benefits that females could gain via mate choice and social mating 

patterns are also briefly considered. 

 

 

Lauren Watts, University of Exeter 

Co-Author: S.K. Darden 

Does the presence of male Trinidadian guppies (Poecilia reticulata) affect female social behaviour? 
In this study we are investigating how the presence of male Trinidadian guppies (Poecilia reticulata) affects the social 

behaviour of females. It has been found that males can disrupt female social bonds due to the high level of sexual 

harassment they exhibit, which results from reproductive conflicts of interest between the sexes. This experiment will 

look at possible mechanisms by which female social bonds are affected by this harassment. One hypothesis to be 

tested is that males cause females to display a different pattern of shoaling behaviour, changing between shoals more 

often and spending less time with each shoal, which could affect the level of familiarity among females. This will be 

tested by manipulating the number of males present using artificial shoals. Another hypothesis is that the presence of 

males causes higher levels of aggression in the females, which will be tested by manipulating the number of males 

present when females are feeding from a food patch and recording the aggressive behaviour observed.  

 


